Product information
AFO (Animal Free Origin) & Freiheit von TSE/BSE
Based on the information provided by our raw-material suppliers we like to inform you, that
risk-materials as animal origin according to regulation EC 999/2001 are not part in our
formulas and because of that they will not be present in our following mentioned Semi
finished product.
Lignostone®

Durostone® AG

Durostone® EP

Durostone® UP

Durostone® VE

Glastherm® HT

Trovidur® ES

Trovidur® EC

Trovidur® ESA

Trovidur® ET

Trovidur® ESV

Trovicel®

Formaterm®

Polystone® PVDF

Matrox

Polystone E

Polystone®

Polystone®

Polystone®

Polystone® P

Polystone® E-CTFE

Polystone® Play-Tec

Polystone® Safe-Tec

Polystone® MR

Polystone® DR

SUSTAMID

SUSTAVACU

SUSTARIN

SUSTADUR

SUSTANAT

SUSTAABS

SUSTAPPE

SUSTAPVDF

SUSTAPEEK

SUSTASON

SUSTAPEI

SUSTATRON

SUSTAGLIDE

®
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In case of using animal additives (for example Stearate), the supplied raw-materials will not
have their origin in TSE/BSE critical countries and the material itself is not classified as a
risk-material.
Our raw-material suppliers have also confirmed, that the thermal and chemical exposure
along the whole manufacturing chain of above mentioned products are more exceeding the
critical range of requirements as stated in the Regulation EC 1774/2002 (Annex VI, chapter
III) as well as in the Guideline EMA/410/01 Rev.3.
Based on all these conditions, the risk of infect with virus, bacteria or immunological diseases
(TSE) could be classified as most impossible.
In general smallest quantities of unwanted substances as ubiquitous present in our
environmental could unfortunately not completely be avoided.
We will be only too glad to answer any of your queries.
Röchling Engineering Plastics SE & Co. KG
General Manager Quality
Johannes Mohs
Tel.
+49 5934 701-218
Fax
+49 5934 701-611218
johannes.mohs@roechling-plastics.com
This information was provided by machine and requires therefore no signature.
Advice: This product information serves alone for informative purposes. Warranties, assurances and guarantees cannot be
derived from this. All confirmations hitherto herewith lose their validity.
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